The Creator Types
~ What are the Creator Types? ~
The Creator Types is a system to assist you
in activating your creative power, your
ability to manifest your desires and create
change. This creative power is needed to
build any resource, whether it is intellectual
property,
material
possessions,
or
commercial appeal or popularity. Through
cultivating your creative power, you
increase your magnetism, the ability to
attract what you desire without effort; the
people, places and opportunities that align
with your destiny come to you more
frequently and with greater impact on your
personal and business momentum. As this
power within you increases and you have a complementary outlet to
express it, you become a more productive and satisfied human
being. You begin to self-actualise. You come alive.
The Creator Types are based on the principles of nature, power,
truth, transformation and balance. These four pillars help you to
maximize your creative output both individually and in teams.
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~ Being True To Your Nature ~
The Creator Types are based on the elements and forces of nature,
reflecting your energy flow in a particular pattern that reflects
nature’ s balanced and disaster states. You have your own style of
creating, and when you learn to master your way, you can manifest
what you desire with ease and greater impact.
Each of the types have ‘ in flow’ and ‘ out of flow’ characteristics
that show up repeatedly in your life. The ‘ out of flow’ or shadow
traits have both behavioural and physical signs that require your
attention in order to return to your natural or ‘ flow state’ . When you
learn to work consciously WITH your natural energy flow, you
maximise the energy you have available via your body to execute
your soul’ s desires.
As you are creating what you desire, you’ ll notice there are distinct
phases in the growth cycle that relate to business:
1. Identity – ensuring your business has a defined scope of its
functions and purpose
2. Foundation – ensuring your business has the financial and
support resources and systems in place to grow
3. Sharing – ensuring your business offerings are readily
identified and circulated in the market
4. Evolution – ensuring your business atrophies and transforms to
remain responsive to the current environment
Your Creator Type will help you understand which stage of the
growth cycle you are naturally equipped to contribute what is
needed for optimal growth.
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~ Understanding Your Role ~
Each of the Creator Types have a purpose in relation to each other
and the cycle of creation and growth itself. As in nature and in
business, growth follows a cycle with stages that show us what to
focus on and when. Knowing your type gives you a clear indication
of how you contribute best to the creative/growth process, in the
context of all the other types. For this reason, the Creator Types can
assist in forming groups and teams in a way that balances natural
abilities and empowers individuals through understanding their
‘ place’ in their community.
When working together with clarity about each person’ s
contribution to a project, business or creation, the Creator Types
form a powerful manifesting machine. Each type contributes an
important quality to the overall creation cycle. In fact, there are four
core roles that each type performs naturally when part of a
functioning team:
DIRECTORS
(Alchemist, Achiever, Equalizer, Emoter)
Provides direction and guidance on what needs to be done
STABILISERS
(Player, Builder, Strategist, Illuminator)
Implements and embeds the changes
INTEGRATORS
(Manifestor, Automator, Opportunist, Provider)
Ensures changes are integrated from one stage to the next
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~ How To Determine Your Type ~
The Creator Types is a body and energy based system that uses the
principles of energy flow and psychosomatics to determine how a
person actualises their creative power via their body. This is
different for everyone, even of the same type, but there are patterns
that they share which makes them distinct from other types.
The definitive way of determining a person’ s current type is through
examining their body/energy flow patterns in two ways:
1. Body - particularly the concentration and distribution of tissue
in different parts of the body
2. Energy - the direction and speed of movement through the
body, including any stagnation
It may be challenging for a person to determine their own type
depending on the level of connection/disconnection they have with
their own bodies and the degree to which they are utilising their
creative energy with awareness of physical flow and side effects.
Your Creator Type is based on your body shape, structure and
pattern of energy flow. You are not necessarily branded as a
particular type for life; though it is unlikely, your type may change.
Either way, once you master your current type to a degree, you can
then adopt and integrate other types to create balance and enhance
your creative flow. Over time, as you access more of your creative
power, you physical shape and quality may change, in particular,
your muscle-to-fat ratio, flexibility and weight distribution.
For more overview information on the Creator Types system, take a
look at this video: https://vimeo.com/174634702/98962d85c6
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